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MISSION STATEMENT 
The mission of this token is

a hold for rewards in the
form of profit sharing. We

aim to not only reward with
the value of the token itself

but also in the form of
profit sharing from the

mine itself. 

 

True Gold Token is a novel
project, connecting the
crypto world with a real
world business.

The TGT gold mine has
been running for several
years prior to launch and
is already fully established
& actively being mined
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In 2004 and 2005, I sustained an injury while overseas with the
United States Army. Upon my return home I needed several major
spine surgeries. After my surgeries, something was needed to pass
the time while recuperating and having to learn how to walk
again. I'd pass the time watching videos online about gold
panning and saw that you could purchase gold pay dirt online
that can be panned at home. There, I started panning in my
bathtub as this was the easiest way to do it while I was working
my way to full health. Quickly realising this wasn't going to
generate the desired return, I decided to explore this further and
once my fitness was back to normal, I decided to go up to the hills
and pan my own dirt. I came across a place in Orange County that
was long forgotten about called Trabuco Canyon and it was there
that I was bitten by the gold bug. Panning turned into sluicing,
sluicing into dredging and that’s where the love story began. 

Hiking 7 to 8 miles into the wilderness with a 4-inch dredge, I
found my spot and filed my claim. I spent many months moving
rocks during the dry season and prepping for the wet season
where I could run the dredge. The rains came and the dredging
operation began. After moving hundreds of yards of gravel, dirt,
rocks and huge boulders out of the way, wahoo I had hit the
bedrock!! There, I found the mother load of a pocket and my gold
business started.
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In 2009 the state of California banned gold dredging in all rivers,
creeks, and lakes. I had to change tact, I researched lode mining
and that's where the love really blossomed between Gold and me.
After relocating to Temecula in California, I found myself a mine
after a full year of prospecting. Together with two other gold
enthusiasts, we pulled out tons and tons of rock. The gold was
good, but at the time it wasn't hitting the quota. As the years went
by, we worked a few mines, but they didn't produce the amount of
gold we needed to maintain the mining. I decided to call time in
California and headed back south to a mine that was waiting for
me to get started. This particular mine had previously been
worked and it wasn't that the gold wasn’t there, or wasn’t good, it
was just that when gold fever takes over sometimes folk want to
look for the big strikes that never come. Even though we had
something good, paying, and consistently hitting pockets of 20
ounces a ton it just wasn't enough for some. So, we decided to part
ways and I have been working the mine independently which
continues to run a daily average of half an ounce to 3/4 of an ounce
per ton of rock. After I moved through and did some core drilling, I
found that I had missed a vein initially. Now I am working this new
vein it is producing a solid 1-1 1/2 ounces per ton and I’m still
hitting new pockets. It is from this point True Gold Token has been
born.



45% of the mines net profit will be divided amongst all
holders

 The more $TGT you hold the higher the yield in profit
sharing.

The current mine has a 10 to 15 year life with an average of 1
to 1.5 ounces of gold per ton. On average 10-20 tons is pulled

from the mine every two weeks (One week to mine, One
week to process.)

 There are other mines Jeff has the mineral rights to, this is
significant for the long term success of the project and to

ensure holders always have an incentive to hold, as the
rewards will be consistent.
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GOLDEN
NUGGET NFT

GOLD BAR
NFT

02
SILVER BAR

NFT

BENEFIT -
 .5 OZ HAND

POURED
GOLD BAR

10 NFTs 75 NFTs 250 NFTs

BENEFIT -
1 GRAM
HAND

POURED
GOLD BAR

BENEFIT -
 1 OZ HAND

POURED
SILVER BAR

 

STAKING
UTILITY
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COPPER
BAR NFT

500 NFTs

BENEFIT -
5 OZ HAND

POURED
COPPER

BAR 

 STAKING
UTILITY

ANIMATED
MINER NFT

1660 NFTs

BENEFIT -
STAKING
UTILITY
ONLY

BONUS NFT
MINTING

15 NFTs



STAKE YOUR
NFTS TO EARN

BUSD 
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Stake your True Gold Token NFT to
earn BUSD rewards. This allows NFT

holders to earn a passive income
while still maintaining ownership of

their NFTs.

BUSD

PRECIOUS
METAL 

NFTs
 

The Precious metal NFTs will come
with actual physical precious metal

bars. This is unique and a bonus with
your digital NFT.
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Private Sale
30%

Liquidity
20%

CEX Listings
20%

Team Tokens
10%

Utility Fund
10%

Bonus Tokens (Private sale)
9%

Devs
1%

TOKENOMICS 
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Buy/Sell Tax 8%
4% Marketing

4% Development
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100,000 $TGT PER BNB

MIN 0.5 BNB PS CONTRIBUTION 50,000 $TGT
 
MAX OF 5 BNB 500,000 $TGT PER WALLET 

MAX 1% 1,000,000 $TGT OVER TWO WALLETS

PRIVATE SALE 
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Private Sale Opportunity
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The True Gold Token Private Sale offering allows investors the
opportunity to buy in pre launch at a fixed price, with the aim of

creating a strong price floor, raising liquidity & funds for the
success of the project. 

Private Sale Investors will receive $TGT at 30% lower than the
launch price 

Soft Cap  
300 BNB

Hard Cap
400 BNB
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Completed 2023
 

Set up and operate
processing plant ✅
Design and release NFT series
✅

Design and release TGT Dapp
✅

Design and release NFT
staking platform via TGT
Dapp✅
Release airdrop rewards ✅
(Postponed Temporarily)
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Q1 2024
Set up TGT LLC ✅
Expand TGT Team✅
Secure land and new Mill
site✅ 
Expand production 
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Q3 2024
Expand processing team
with FT contractors
Continued Assaying of
Mines 1,2,3 to evaluate next
steps
Drilling campaign on mine
3

 
Continue with production
expansion
Ramp up Socials, Website
and Marketing 
Announce
commencement of Token
rewards
Re-evaluate staking
rewards to increase
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Q2 2024

Q4 2024
Q4 
Start timbering in mine 2 
Acquire dewatering screw



TrueGoldTokengroup

TrueGoldTokens.com

TrueGoldToken
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